salt lake city, utah.
all right!
you wanna
see what
I got?

how’s
this for
starters?

animax.

what’d
I tell you?
when
who needs
it comes
some snot- to making
nosed
monsters
kid?
out of thin
air, nobody
you want
beats me!
terror and
disorder-bam--you
got it!

have you
seen enough?
are we in
‘cause
business?
I’m ready to
spread some
chaos!

point me
in the direction
of whatever
cesspool you
want me to--

hey,
lady.

slizzik.

look
at them!
they’re so cute/
like
adorable/
excitable little
endearing!
puppies!

who’re
you talking
to?

mekara.

th-they’re
bigger than
they look
on tv!

hi-vo.
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who here knows
how much it costs
to rebuild two
city blocks?

gloria clark.
damage control.
and--before you go there--I
appreciate that numerous
lives were saved in
this incident.
but I don’t
put much value
in the argument
that eggs must
be broken
to make
omelets…

…not when
billions are
on the line.

tremble,
o fools, at
scragg’s insatiable
hunger to settle
conflict
peacefully!

scragg.
I’m not
debating the
results.

but animax
has staged
attacks
like this
before.

in this
case, the
bad guy
lost.

she’s always been
apprehended through more…
conventional means.
this was not a
situation that called for
cryptozoological
entities such as--

excuse
me.
…
yes?
“cryptozoological
entities”?

kawade home.

you can
call them giant
monsters if
you prefer.

terraformed island of mu.

after
all, you
created
them.

minouru
kawade.
deanna
kawade.

Kei Kawade.
Codename: Kid Kaiju.

am I in some kind
of trouble? because
we were just trying
to help.
and it
was sort of a
monster-based
situation.

yes. a “monster-based
situation.”
when I was trying to
predict all the excuses you
might make for something
like this “a monster-based
situation” was right
at the top.
just
after
“they
started
it.”

you are
breathing
rarified air,
young man.
you have
five previously
uncategorized
creatures, each
with the potential
destructive
capacity to level
a city, in your
care.

“what are
they saying?”

